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Last Monday was 

International Women's Day 

and the women of the club 

have had a busy week. 

Nearly everyone was out in 

single or pairs rides, 

pictured here. 

They had a Zoom meeting 

on Monday evening and the 

main discussions included 

Bike Week ((30th May- 5th 

June ) and the  Women’s 

festival of Cycling 17th July 

- 1st August. 

There is more information 

on our website.   

The Transport Museum also published an article about Edie Atkins on facebook. The article 

can be downloaded here.  

  



 

 

Peter Milton sent me this picture of an updated theme in Claverdon. 

Adam Tranter launched a 15-minute film last week about cycling in Coventry, where 

the bicycle was invented and nearly forgotten. You can see it here. 

He is also drawing our attention to the proposed Binley Cycleway Scheme, which is 

of high quality - more information can be seen here. There is also an opportunity to 

show support for the scheme. Two more consultations will be coming up soon for 

Lynchgate Road to join up the University campus with Charter Ave and a scheme on 

the Foleshill Road. 

 

The Parade in Leamington has been closed to motor traffic for sometime and there is 

a proposal to make the closure permanent and you can support this by visiting the 

website here. 

As usual there are changes arising from HS2 work:  you might be interested to read 

about some archaeological excations at Lower Radbourne where one of the 

Warwickshire lost villages has been found. 

There is also some news about traffic diversions in the Long Itchington area to 

enable a tunnel boring machine to be assembled prior to starting work on a mile long 



tunnel.  

 

The saga of the Kenilworth Greenway at Burton Green continues - it seems that half 

the work comes under Warwick District Council's jurisdiction and the other half 

under Solihull. This may explain, but not justify, the ineffective way its been 

handled.  George Riches is providing more information on our website. It might be 

useful to send comments to both Warwick and Solihull Councils. 

 

 

Sustrans are promoting the 

conversion of the Lias Line 

from Birdingbury to 

Offchurch into a cycleway. 

More information about the 

construction can be 

downloaded here. 

 

 

  

And finally here is the answer to last week's puzzle plus another teaser from Dave Hearn:  



 

This tall Guide Post stands between Chipping Camden & Broadway at the junction of 

the A44 & B4081 and is a replica of the original. Its height is simply as a convenience 

for carriage drivers back in the day. 

Question 1          Who designed and built the Guide Post? 

Question 2          In which year was the original erected? 

  
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


